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The Battle of Kursk in the summer of 1943 was one of the greatest battles in military history

involving more than 3 million soldiers, 10,000 tanks and 8,000 aircraft. While many books have

been written on this allegedly most decisive battle of the Second World War, many legends live

on, above all because of misleading information that recur in most publications – even in the

most recent ones. Based on almost 20 years of research reassessing the primary sources,

Roman Toeppel sheds light on the phase of decision-making, the preparations and the

development of the battle in an engaging style that grips the reader’s attention from the first

page on. The author concentrates on little-known developments and events leading the reader

to astonishing results. He also gives entirely new insights into the historiographic appraisal of

this battle, putting thoroughly researched facts against erroneous popular beliefs, myths and

legends that have been passed down among historians for generations.
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503rd Heavy Panzer Battalion in front of the Three Saints Church in Khar 2kov on 5 June 1943.
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counteroffensives, July-August 1943PrefaceThe first book I ever read on military technology

was ‘Panzers Yesterday and Today’ by Vladimir Mostovenko.1 That was back in 1984, I was

eight years old. Even then I was fascinated by the history of the Second World War – not least

of all because of the glorification of the ‘friendly sister nation’, the Soviet Union, which was an

integral part of the culture of remembrance in the German Democratic Republic, just as

remembering the heroic deeds of the Red Army was part of the school curriculum. Soviet

heroic epics, such as the five-part drama ‘Liberation’, were regularly shown on television in the

German Democratic Republic. The first part, ‘The Bulge of Fire’, was a dramatisation of the

tank battle of Kursk in 1943. Apart from feature films, documentaries on the Second World War

were also regularly broadcast on grand anniversaries. It might therefore not be solely by

chance that the Battle of Kursk has always been the focus of my interest, especially since, from

the Soviet perspective, this battle is considered the very essence of armoured warfare, the

‘biggest tank battle of the Second World War.’ Even though I have been working on different

historical events during my research – the interest in the Battle of Kursk has stayed with

me.But do we really need new studies on this battle, when especially in recent years numerous

books have been published on the subject in the United States, Great Britain and the Russian

Federation? Most certainly! Not only because many questions are still unanswered, but also

because many historians have based their research primarily on previously published works

and remain prejudiced by what various memoirs taught about the battle. Despite the vast

number of studies on crucial decisions taken prior to the battle and on the summer 1943

battles themselves, there are still surprisingly many gaps in research and incorrect

information.The aim of this book is not a comprehensive account of the Battle of Kursk,

recounting all combat operations of the units involved. Instead I would like to outline those

developments and events which have so far remained more or less unknown or gone

unnoticed, presenting the reader with new, sometimes surprising, findings about the battle.The

records from the estate of Field-Marshal Erich von Manstein have been invaluable for my

research on the battle; I would like to thank Rüdiger von Manstein for having made his father's

papers available to me. I would also like to thank Jens Mulzer for allowing me to read the

letters and diaries of his father, Rainer Mulzer. I have obtained further information about the

tactical, technical and organisational aspects of the battles in summer 1943 from the war



veterans Adolf Albers, Otto Altmann, Kurt Arp, Ernst Barkmann, Wolfgang Barth, Heinz

Becher, Hans Behrend, Heinz Berner, Hans-Ekkehard Bob, Georg Bose, Anton Bumüller,

Günther Burdack, Peter Richard von Butler, Otto Carius, Rolf Diercks, Gerhard Dilling, Edmund

Dreilich, Heinrich Engel, Julius Faulhammer, Ulrich Felden, Oswald Filla, Hans Findeisen,

Hans Joachim Fischer, Hans-Gottfried Fischer, Hellmuth Franke, Johann Franz, Fritz Fuchs,

Günther Gaul, Alfred Genath, Heinz Gentzsch, Joachim Glade, Werner Gösel, Heinz Günther

Guderian, Erhard Gührs, Norbert Hartmann, Eberhard Heder, Hermann Hehn, Horst Hellner,

Fritz Henke, Richard Henze, Hermann Herz, Carl Hupfeld, Clemens Graf Kageneck, Bruno

Kahl, Werner Kindler, Rolf Kliemann, Ernst Knauff, Werner Kortenhaus, Fritz Kosmehl, Horst

Krönke, Willi Kubik, Rudolf Kuntzsch, Fritz Langanke, Günther Lange, Martin Lange, Heinz

Lorenz, Heinrich Marenbach, Hubert Meyer, Günter Möbus, Helmut Mück, Horst Naumann,

Heinrich Neff, Karl Neunert, Wilhelm Nußhag, Viktor Petermann, Hermann Pfitzner, Hellmuth

Pock, Günther Polzin, Walter Pregetter, Rudolf Pufe, Hans-Dietrich Rade, Walter Rahn,

Günther Rall, Alfred Regeniter, Günther Reichhelm, Rudolf von Ribbentrop, Gernot Richter,

Werner Ritter, Wilhelm Roes, Hermann Röhm, Richard von Rosen, Alfred Rubbel, Kurt

Sametreiter, Erich Schmidhauser, Max Schmidt, Karl-Heinz Schnarr, Walter Schüle, Gerhard

Schulze, Horst Schumann, Eibe Seebeck, Hans Siegel, Hans Siptrott, Kurt Söhrmann, Josef

Steinbüchel, Ewald Stellmach, Alfred Stelter, Ralf Tiemann, Werner Völkner, Rupert Weiss,

Werner Wendt and Waldemar Wienke.I am much obliged to the staff of the archives and

libraries which helped me with my research, above all Barbara Kiesow and Andrea Meier from

the German Federal Archives, Military Archive Department in Freiburg im Breisgau, as well as

Wolfgang Loof from the archive of the Verein Garnisongeschichte Jüterbog ‘St. Barbara’ e.V. I

am indebted to Ulf Balke, who not only supplied me with material about the German Luftwaffe

and taught me the basics of cartography but also time and again pointed out the importance of

weather for the preparation of military operations. I am also grateful to Karl-Heinz Frieser for

his valuable help and advice, even though we went separate paths after a time of fruitful

exchanges of ideas. For their expertise and suggestions I would like to thank Christian

Bauermeister, Jürgen Förster, Johannes Hürter, Peter Lieb, René Pfahlbusch, Markus

Pöhlmann, Ralf Raths, Marco Sigg, Boris Sokolov, Sebastian Stopper, Philipp Vogler, Jürgen

Wedemeyer, Adrian Wettstein, Mariya Solotarëva and Katharina Straub (who also translated

the manuscript of this book from German to English). Many thanks!My thanks also go to Alaric

Searle (Series Editor) and Duncan Rogers (Helion & Co.) for accepting my book into the

Modern Military History Series. I am most grateful to fellow historian Othmar Plöckinger, the

authority on the early history of the NSDAP and most important expert for the history of Hitler's

Mein Kampf because he was one of the first people who, during a time when I was suffering a

severe illness, motivated me, something for which he has earned my utmost gratitude. The

same goes for my long-time and best friends Sarah K. Reader and Daniel Ristau. Special

thanks for helping me through difficult times also go to Tomás Enrique Araya Diaz and his wife

Sandra. Thank you very much, my friends. And don’t ever let your anger interfere with your big

smiles!For her love, understanding and support my greatest thanks go to my wife, to whom I

dedicate this book.Roman Töppel, Munich, Spring 20181 �Wladimir D. Mostowenko, Panzer

gestern undheute: Abriss der Entstehung und Entwicklung der Panzertechnik (East Berlin,

1961); Russian original, Tanki: Ocherk iz istorii zarozhdeniya i razvitiya bronetankovoi tekhniki

(Moscow, 2nd edn, 1958).Introduction: ‘Battle of Kursk’ or ‘Battle between Orel and Belgorod’?

On 22 July 1943, Lieutenant-General Nikolay Ivanovich Biryukov, member of the Military

Council of the Armoured and Mechanized Forces of the Red Army, received a telegram from

the Soviet 1st Tank Army. It read: ‘The battles of the large armoured units which took place



from 5 to 15 July 1943 demonstrated the improved military abilities of our commanding officers,

tank commanders, drivers, artillerists, machine-gunners… [and] the superiority of Soviet

technology over the enemy’s […].’1 The telegram was signed by the commander of the 1st

Tank Army, Lieutenant-General Mikhail Efimovich Katukov and by Major-General Nikolay

Kirillovich Popel', member of the Military Council of Katukov’s Army. Yet, in his memoirs,

published in 1960, that same General Popel' quoted a ‘party organizer’ and Sergeant of the 1st

Tank Army as follows: ‘But the Germans again outmatched us with their tanks. For how long

can this go on? It does not matter that they have more tanks. What matters is that our guns

and tanks are no match for the ‘Tiger’.’2 This account contradicts both the statement in the

above-mentioned telegram to Lieutenant-General Biryukov as well as official Soviet

historiography. It also illustrated how difficult it apparently was in the Soviet Union to give an

honest account of the Battle of Kursk. Instead of stating the undeniable truth of the superiority

of German tanks himself, Popel' preferred to echo the opinion of a subordinate, who moreover

had shown great bravery.Such discrepancies mark the historiography of the Battle of Kursk.

Soviet accounts usually give minute descriptions of the in-depth defensive positions the Red

Army built in the Kursk salient in the months prior to the battle, yet why could these first two

particularly strong and heavily mined lines of defence withstand the German attack for only a

few days? And if the German panzer force was really destroyed in the Battle of Kursk, how is it

possible that it could still launch strong counterattacks and ‘remained an extremely aggressive

and dangerous opponent until the very end of the war’, as the Canadian military historian

Gregory Liedtke put it a few years ago?3 The list of such questions can be easily

continued.Unfortunately, many important German sources have been lost, such as most

proceedings of Hitler’s briefings, the war diary of Army Group Centre for spring 1943 and most

Luftwaffe (German Air Force) records. These losses can barely be compensated by parallel

sources. However, for the period of the actual battle the records from the armies which were

engaged, the war diary of the Operations Section of the General Staff of the Army as well as

reference files from the commander of Army Group South make up for the loss of the missing

war diaries of Army Groups South and Centre.With regards to the German side, it was possible

to base the research for this study on the preparation phase and the attack itself almost solely

on contemporary documents – largely thanks to the considerable quantity of records still

accessible today. Post-war reports have also been taken into account, particularly the memoirs

and numerous studies and essays of commanders who had been involved in the battle, though

it should be noted that these reports, which always aim at justifying the actions of the

respective author, mainly pass on myths. Thus, less credibility has been ascribed to the

memoirs of leading military officers unless they can be checked against primary sources.But,

first of all, what exactly is meant by the ‘Battle of Kursk’? German propaganda referred to the

fighting at Kursk in summer 1943 as the ‘battle between Orel and Belgorod.’4 Even German

Kursk veterans sometimes answer the question whether they took part in the Battle of Kursk

with a ‘No’: They participated in the fighting at Khar 2kov in spring 1943 and at Belgorod in

summer 1943, but at Kursk? However, the operation at Belgorod was in fact Operation Citadel,

that is, the first phase of the battle in the Kursk salient. The name Kursk, it seems, did not stick

in their minds because it was not prevalent in German public awareness at that time.By

contrast, the Russians named the fighting in summer 1943 at Orël, Kursk and Khar 2kov,

‘Kurskaya bitva’ (Battle of Kursk). They divided the battle into three phases: first, the phase of

defence, which lasted from 5-11 July 1943 in the north of Kursk and from 5-23 July 1943 in the

south of Kursk, second, the counterattack at Orël from 12 July-18 August 1943; and, third, the

counteroffensive at Khar 2kov from 3-23 August 1943. This division of the Battle of Kursk has



become widely accepted in modern historiography. Strictly speaking, however, it is incorrect

because it suggests a continuous period of fighting when there was actually a gap between the

three phases. According to the Soviet account of the battle there was a lull in the fighting in the

southern sector of Kursk, which lasted from 23 July-3 August 1943. The war diaries reveal that

this also is not true, as will be shown later. The matter of dividing the battle into phases

becomes particularly important when calculating both sides’ losses during the Battle of Kursk,

since the Soviet losses from the three phases mentioned above are not equal to the total of

losses the Red Army suffered in the battle – a fact which has gone unnoticed in the

historiography until now.The Battle of Kursk went down in history as the biggest tank battle of

the Second World War. Indeed, the battle in the southern sector of the Kursk salient had,

above all, the character of an enormous tank battle. The same is true for the Soviet

counterattacks at Orël and Khar 2kov. In the northern sector of the Kursk salient heavy tank

battles took place during the defensive phase, too, but the fighting there was mainly

characterized by a massive deployment of artillery. Moreover, Kursk was also one of the

greatest air battles of the Second World War – another fact which so far has received only

marginal attention by scholars.Another battle which is almost forgotten today but which played

a crucial role in the fighting in summer 1943 is the Soviet offensive in the Donets Basin,

although the Soviet side did occasionally consider the engagements there as part of the Battle

of Kursk. In the History of the Art of War edited by Ivan Khristoforovich Bagramyan, it is

claimed that the ‘defensive operation at Kursk was one of the biggest strategic operations. It

involved troops of the Central and the Voronezh Front which collaborated with other fronts

attacking in the direction of Orël and the Donets Basin.’5 So far, historical research, including

more recent Russian studies, has paid little attention to the battle which took place in the

Donets Basin in July 1943. However, even if this battle is not considered as part of the Battle of

Kursk, the actions at Kursk, Orël and Khar 2kov in summer 1943 remain the biggest battle of the

Second World War – and possibly even the ‘biggest battle in history.’61 �Tsentral’nyy Arkhiv

Ministerstva Oborony Rossiskoy Federatsii, Podolsk (Central Archive of the Russian Ministry of

Defence, hereafter, TsAMO), f. 38, op. 11353, d. 47, l. 2, telegram, communications centre of

the People’s Commissariat of Defence, report from the commander of the Soviet 1st Tank

Army to the main department and the Military Council of the Armoured and Mechanized

Forces, 22 July 1943; copy from the document collection (‘Materialsammlung’), Centre for

Military History and Social Science of the Federal German Armed Forces (Zentrum für

Milit��&vW66†–6‡FP und Sozialwissenschaften der Bundeswehr, hereafter, ZMSBw).2 �Nikolai N.

Popjel, Panzer greifen an (East Berlin, 1964), p. 157.3 �Gregory Liedtke, ‘Furor Teutonicus:

German Offensives and Counter-Attacks on the Eastern Front, August 1943 to March 1945’,

Journal of Slavic Military Studies, 21 (2008), pp. 563-87, here, 564. Moreover, there are a
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Nebenfronten (Munich, 2007), pp. 81-208, here, 200.1The Strategic Context: The Preparations

for the Summer Battle, 1943The Strategic Situation of the German Reich in Spring 1943For the

German Reich, the year 1943 began with a series of catastrophic defeats. In February, the

remainder of the Sixth Army capitulated in the Stalingrad pocket. The announcement of their

surrender had ‘a shock effect on the German people’, as German propaganda minister Joseph

Goebbels admitted in his diary on 4 February 1943.1 The defeat at Stalingrad came as a shock

not only to the home front, the frontline soldiers, too, were apprehensive of how things would

turn out. The advancing Red Army seemed unstoppable; on 8 February Soviet troops

recaptured Kursk and on 16 February the Germans had to evacuate Khar 2kov. Two days later

Joseph Goebbels called for ‘total war’ in his speech given at the Berlin Sport Palace. And when

a platoon leader of an assault gun battery stationed on the Eastern Front, Lieutenant Ludwig

Schön, wrote in a letter that the ‘fall of Stalingrad and the total war really are a test of nerves.

Peace at all cost?’ he must have echoed the feelings of many other Germans.2Yet Stalingrad

was not the only portent indicating a change in the fortunes of war in favour of the Allies. After

its defeats at Midway in June 1942 and on Guadalcanal and New Guinea at the beginning of

1943, Germany’s most important ally Japan was now definitely forced into a position of

strategic defence. On 21 January 1943, the Allied powers moreover agreed on the Casablanca

directive, a joint approach to intensifying the strategic bombing of Germany. The nature of the

subsequent phase of the air war, which also saw the introduction of new technical means, first

manifested itself in the Battle of the Ruhr. This battle began during the night of 6 March 1943

with a heavy air raid on Essen; when it ended on 31 July 1943, over 15,000 people in the Ruhr

area had lost their lives. As Goebbels noted in his diary, Field-Marshal Erhard Milch, Chief of

Aircraft Procurement and Supply, had told him on 9 April that it would probably take until

November 1943 ‘to answer the English on a larger scale, and until next spring, that is a year

from now, to pay them back in kind. […] Until then the British can, if they are actually able to do

it, lay a large part of the territory of the Reich in ashes.’3 During the attack on Dortmund on 24

May 1943 alone the Royal Air Force dropped more than 2,500t of bombs – about as much as

the Luftwaffe dropped over Britain in 1943 in total. Even towns outside of the Ruhr area were

destroyed in heavy raids during the Battle of the Ruhr, such as the raid on Wuppertal in the

night of 30 May 1943, which caused the first ‘firestorm’ and cost 3,500 lives.In May 1943, the

German Reich suffered two more bitter defeats: On 13 May Army Group Afrika surrendered;

270,000 German and Italian troops were taken prisoner by the Allies. Yet only two months

earlier, the Commander-in-Chief of the German Kriegsmarine, Admiral of the Fleet Karl Dönitz,

had told Hitler that Tunisia was a ‘first-class strategic position.’4 Now it was irrevocably lost

and, as a consequence, the Allied invasion of Italy had become simply a matter of time. The

same month went down as ‘Black May’ in the history of the Kriegsmarine. Through tactical and

technical innovations the Allies finally managed to turn the tide of submarine warfare, even

though in March 1943 the Allied merchant navy had still suffered significant losses in the North

Atlantic due to German U-boats. In fact, on 2 April Goebbels triumphantly commented on this

last success: ‘The U-boat war really is our ultimate weapon, which gives the English a hard

fight.’5 The German leadership was all the more dismayed when in May successes could no

longer be reported, while German U-boats were lost on a near daily basis – 40 boats in total

until the end of the month. On 14 May, Admiral of the Fleet Dönitz reported to Adolf Hitler that

the Germans were facing ‘the most serious crisis of U-boat warfare’ because the enemy not

only inflicted heavy losses on the U-boats but actually kept them from fighting in the first place

through the use of new tracking devices.6In view of all these problems and of the very tense

situation, Hitler reasoned that he had only one option – to bring about a military decision in the



East. In a meeting on the Obersalzberg on 25 June 1943, he explained to Goebbels that whilst

one would just have to patiently bear the current defensive phase, new weapons which would

change the war in the air and at sea in favour of the German Reich would be ready within the

next few weeks and months. The key front, Hitler stressed, was the Eastern Front. After all, the

Wehrmacht had managed to bring the Soviet winter offensive to a halt and recapture Khar 2kov

in March 1943. This victory not only increased prestige and served to reassure Germany’s

wavering allies but also gave reason to hope that the war might not just yet be militarily lost. On

14 March 1943, Field-Marshal Erich von Manstein, commander of Army Group South, wrote to

his wife in relief: ‘So it seems that thanks to our success we have once more survived the crisis

in the East. Well, one should not assume that it is the end just because things sometimes go

wrong, as many people at home surely prophesied.’7In view of this success Hitler thought that

the war might not be lost – a political compromise with the Soviet Union was out of the

question for him. In a speech to Reichs- and Gauleiter on 7 May 1943, he even talked about

achieving his old goal of German world domination, as Joseph Goebbels noted: ‘The Führer

expresses his absolute certainty that the Reich will one day dominate all of Europe. We still

have to fight a great many battles but they will doubtlessly lead to a spectacular success, from

whence the path to world domination is all but predetermined. Whoever controls Europe will

thereby seize the leadership of the world.’8 In an address to commanders-in-chief and

commanding generals of the Ostheer (the German Army in the East) on 1 July 1943, Hitler

reiterated that for Germany the battle in the East was ‘a battle for Lebensraum, without which

the German Reich and the German nation cannot exist. Germany must become the hegemonic

power in Europe.’9 However, the German-occupied Soviet territories were more than future

‘Lebensraum for the German people – in economic terms, Hitler considered the East as

decisive for the outcome of the war. On the one hand, he believed that in the long run the war

could not be continued without the rich natural resources of the Donets Basin, the coalfield in

the southeast of Ukraine. On the other hand, the German economy was in constant need of

new workers and largely relied on forced labourers from the occupied eastern territories. In

fact, the shortage of labour began to play a crucial role even in military operational planning.

Whilst in 1941/42 two million Soviet prisoners of war had been starved to death, it was an

explicit objective of the German summer offensive in 1943 to capture as many soldiers of the

Red Army as possible, so they could be used for forced labour. Furthermore, the eastern

theatre of operations was of key importance for the German Reich also because it was here

that in 1941/42 the mass murder of the European Jews had been taking place. News of this

began to spread in Germany by mid-1942; the German population reacted to it mostly with a

fear of retribution, a fear that was deliberately fuelled by German propaganda in order to

strengthen the endurance of the Volksgemeinschaft. But their guilty conscience over the mass

murder of Jews was not the only source of fear for the Germans.The Red Army’s victories gave

new hope and confidence to the Soviet prisoners of war and civilians who were forced to work

as Ostarbeiter in the German Reich. A report from the SS Security Service on the morale in

Germany dated 25 February 1943 states that the changes in the military situation greatly

affected the ‘discipline and working morale’ of the Ostarbeiter. Now, they openly spoke about

retaliation against the Germans, confident that after the Soviets’ entry into Germany they would

torture and kill all Germans. Female Ostarbeiter who worked as domestic helpers for German

families said they would ‘show their gratitude for good treatment by making sure the respective

families would die a quick death.’10 The Germans’ fear of defeat grew even worse in the

following weeks. In early 1943, the bodies of about 4,500 Polish officers were found in mass

graves in the Katyn forest, west of Smolensk, who had been murdered by the Soviet NKVD



(Narodnyy komissariat vnutrennykh del, People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs) in spring

1940. In April 1943, Goebbels used this discovery for a major propaganda campaign aimed at

fuelling the German population’s fear of Soviet atrocities. At the same time, more and more

Germans doubted that the war could actually still be won. Even old party members, such as

the Landeshauptmann (State Governor) of the province of Westphalia, Karl-Friedrich Kolbow,

became increasingly pessimistic. On 22 March 1943, Kolbow wrote in his diary that it ‘all

depends on whether we can deliver the coup de grâce to Russia this summer.’11German

Strategic Considerations on the Eastern Front, 1943Due to the heavy losses suffered during

the two major offensives on the Eastern Front in 1941 and 1942 and the heavy defeats they

had to face in early 1943, the German leadership had to decide which strategy it should – and

still could – adopt on the Eastern Front. Should the Wehrmacht launch an early attack on the

Eastern Front in spring 1943 in order to forestall the expected Soviet offensives and thus

maintain the initiative? This option offered the Germans the advantage of deciding on the main

focus of the battle, or whether it would be better to remain on the defensive and waiting until

the Red Army attacked. In this case, the Wehrmacht could – having repelled the Soviet troops,

who would then be worn out – mount a counteroffensive and advance far beyond the original

positions. Manstein and other German military officers called this latter concept a ‘backhand

blow’ (Schlagen aus der Nachhand).12 The Red Army had successfully applied this concept at

Stalingrad in November 1942, and Manstein had used it in February/March 1943 when he

stopped the Soviet winter offensive at Khar 2kov, cutting off and destroying the Soviet offensive

forces. Such a ‘backhand blow’ on a large scale was what Manstein had in mind for the

following spring and summer. On 3 February 1943 he sent a teletype message to General Kurt

Zeitzler, Chief of the Army General Staff, with his estimate of the situation ‘to be passed on to

the Führer. In his assessment Manstein suggested ‘dragging the Russian southern flank along

in battle to the Melitopol-Dnepropetrovsk line in order to first hit their northern front of attack

and sever their northern and southern connections, taking advantage of the favourable railway

network. Following this, turning to the southwest [sic!] and with cover from the north, the enemy

should then be pushed towards the Sea of Azov. For this operation’, Manstein continued, ‘it is

necessary that the Army Group [South] must be withdrawn in time to preserve combat

strength, supply the needed personnel and to hold the area of Orël-Kursk (or at least of

Bryansk-trainstation of Lgov [L'gov]).’13However, the conditions for a massive strike as listed

by Manstein were simply not there. First of all Hitler refused to pull out temporarily from the

Donets Basin. Secondly, on 3 March 1943, the Red Army recaptured the important railway

junction at L'gov – the junction which according to Manstein would have been vital for a

German strike. Besides, Hitler did not want to launch another large-scale offensive on the

Eastern Front in 1943 anyway, as he made clear in a briefing at the headquarters of Army

Group South in Zaporozhe on 18 February 1943. ‘We cannot mount any major operations this

year’, Hitler informed the officers present. ‘We have to avoid any risk. I think we should just take

minor evasive actions (kleine Haken schlagen).’14 These actions should be carried out as

initial strikes, that is, Hitler wanted to preempt the Red Army with minor offensive attacks to

keep the initiative. In a briefing in the Führers Headquarters ‘Werwolf’ near Vinnitsa on 5

March, he argued that the panzer formations should be reinforced within the next few weeks so

that they would be ready to attack right after the mud season; he claimed that this view was

shared by Chief of Staff Zeitzler. What Hitler meant by mud season was the spring rasputitsa

(literally the ‘time without roads’), which transformed Soviet streets and roads into mud, making

any large-scale troop movements impossible.As Manstein had to give up his hope of carrying

out a large-scale ‘backhand blow’, he adopted the idea of an initial strike. On 8 March 1943 he



drew up an estimate of the situation, in which for the first time he also elaborated on the time

after the rasputitsa. Manstein recommended a joint attack of Army Groups Centre and South to

forestall a Soviet offensive against Army Group South. Elements of Army Group South were to

deploy from the area west of Khar 2kov to the north, while units of the Second Army of Army

Group Centre were to move from the area north of Sumy towards the southwest. This was the

small version of a pincer attack south of Kursk (map 1). The larger version was first brought up

for discussion two days later. However, it was not proposed by Manstein or Hitler, but by a

general whose role in this matter has so far gone unnoticed in historical scholarship. On 10

March 1943, the commander of Army Group Centre, Field-Marshal Hans Günther von Kluge,

made a phone call to the commander of the subordinate Second Panzer Army, Colonel-

General Rudolf Schmidt. At that time, the Second Panzer Army was positioned south of Orël.

Between this army and its neighbour, the Second Army, there was a huge gap in the front line

where the Red Army had broken through to the river Desna. Kluge urged Schmidt to close the

gap between the two armies before the beginning of the rasputitsa. To achieve this, Kluge

planned to bring up another assault group: the Ninth Army, commanded by Colonel-General

Walter Model, which had just become available after having pulled out from the Rzhev salient.

Model’s army was to strike from the south of Orël towards Kursk.In a written comment on

Kluge’s suggestion, Schmidt argued that the Second Panzer Army was currently engaged in a

fierce defensive battle and fully occupied with preventing the Soviet thrust towards Bryansk.

Even with the newly brought-up forces from the Ninth Army the front line could only just be

held. But it would be impossible to form an offensive group south of Orël before the rasputitsa

began. Instead one should ‘refrain from offensive schemes and economise forces’ for the

moment. Schmidt suggested ‘forming [a] stronger [group of] operational forces …, whose

deployment from the area south of Orël towards Kursk, combined with a northbound attack by

another group from the area of Khar 2kov, would be conceivable’ – though only after the mud

season.15 This is exactly the approach which was later applied in Operation Citadel. The

originator of this plan was therefore Schmidt. Proof of this can also be found in Kluge’s reaction

when he called Schmidt in the late evening of 10 March and declared: ‘I must say, your line of

thought really has some merit.’16 The Ninth Army, Kluge continued, would be deployed

anyway, but it would not have to rush it. Indeed, that same evening, Kluge called Colonel-

General Model to tell him that by now it was probably impossible to launch an offensive

operation as it was already beginning to thaw. Model’s Army would not, therefore, be

transferred to the area south of Orël until later rather than immediately.On the following day, 11

March 1943, Hitler paid another visit to the headquarters of Army Group South in Zaporozhe.

Manstein used the occasion to reiterate his wish of eliminating the salient at Kursk before the

beginning of the rasputitsa. Hitler replied that the salient could not be removed because that

way ‘one would lose the option for smaller offensive pushes.’ Hitler proceeded to explain that it

was actually impossible to launch any major operations in the near future: ‘Through continuous

raids we have to keep the initiative and maintain losses at a ratio of about 1:10. The Russian

has to be systematically weakened, not so much with divisions as with modern weapons. And

then we have to hold and defend!’17 Manstein was not convinced by this concept. On the same

day, he made a note in his private war diary about the briefing and about Hitler: ‘No clarity

about his own agenda. We are moving on two different levels – I on the operational one, he on

the level of material and numbers. This way we will never obtain a result.’18At this time, Hitler

himself was unsure where the offensive operations of the following spring and summer should

be launched. The only thing he strongly and repeatedly insisted on was that the Donets Basin

had to be held at all cost because it was of crucial economic importance for the future course



of the war. He made his final decision two days later, on 13 March 1943, when visiting the

headquarters of Army Group Centre in Smolensk. Apart from Hitler, Zeitzler and Kluge, who

took part in the briefing, the armies’ commanders were also present, including Colonel-General

Schmidt, who now received the opportunity to present Hitler with his plan of attack. Hitler

seems to have been impressed by it, for on the same day he issued Operations Order No. 5

(‘Warfare directive for the next months’), which reads: ‘On the northern flank of Army Group

[South] the formation of a strong panzer army must be begun at once; its assembly must be

complete by mid-April so that after the end of the spring thaw we can mount an offensive

before the Russians do. The aim of this operation is the destruction of the enemy forces in front

of [the] Second Army by a thrust north from the area of Khar 2kov together with an offensive

group from the area of the Second Panzer Army.’19 Operation Citadel, the plan for the pincer

attack on Kursk, was thus initiated. If the father of this child was Rudolf Schmidt, then its

godfathers were Kluge and Hitler. Incidentally, it is a myth that in this briefing Schmidt insulted

Hitler with the statement that ‘your war experience can be carried off on a sparrow’s tail.’20

Hitler would never have put up with such insolence and would have promptly rebuked Schmidt.

Goebbel’s diary also gives evidence to the contrary. Hitler, as is well known, would never tire of

affronting his generals among old party comrades when he was dissatisfied with them. An

insult such as Hitler had allegedly suffered by Schmidt in Smolensk would undoubtedly have

resulted in one of his feared sudden bursts of anger. But on 15 March 1943, Goebbels wrote in

his diary: ‘The Führer has concluded his flight to the Central Front. He has found conditions to

be excellent there. The situation in the centre is portrayed very positively. The Führer also had

the best impression of the leadership there.’21It is true that Colonel-General Schmidt was

forced to take leave in April 1943, relieved as commander of the Second Panzer Army and

eventually discharged from the Wehrmacht on 30 September 1943. But the reason for this

were the letters to his brother Hans-Thilo, who had become a target of German

counterintelligence, which suspected him of treason, and who was arrested on 2 April 1943.

After Hitler had complained bitterly to him about the generals, Goebbels noted in his diary on

10 May 1943: ‘For example, when they had to arrest Colonel-General Schmidt’s brother for

treason, they found a whole series of letters from the colonel-general himself, sharply attacking

the Führer. That was only one of the generals the Führer had strongly relied on – and once

more he was bitterly disappointed.’22 Nevertheless, Schmidt’s plan of attack was not scrapped

because of this, even though the counterproposals Hitler made during the following weeks

reveal that he was by no means as convinced of the plan as has often been

suggested.German Operational Planning, Spring 1943Operations Order No. 5, issued on 13

March 1943, specified that the pincer attack on Kursk should begin only after the spring

rasputitsa. Manstein, however, did not want to give in and kept urging the Army General Staff to

remove the Kursk salient at once. On 18 March, he telephoned the Chief of Staff Zeitzler and

told him: ‘[The] Russian in front of our left wing and in front of [the] right wing of [Army Group]

Centre is not capable of doing much anymore. I think that Army Group Centre could now take

Kursk without difficulty.’ Zeitzler replied that ‘the Führer would like an operation from Chuguev

towards Izyum.’23 The two towns of Chuguev and Izyum southeast of Khar 2kov were situated in

a salient in the north of the Donets Basin, which reached into the front of Army Group South

(map 1). Hitler feared that the Red Army might launch an offensive towards Dnepr in the

southwest to cut off the Donets Basin, which for him was the neuralgic point of the whole

Eastern Front.Manstein refused the idea of an offensive at Chuguev and Izyum before the

beginning of the spring thaw because he was convinced his forces were not strong enough.

Two days later, on 20 March, he called Lieutenant-General Adolf Heusinger, Chief of the



Operations Section of the General Staff , explaining that now was a good opportunity for an

advance on Kursk – though not without the participation of Army Group Centre. Heusinger,

however, pointed out that Hitler favoured an immediate push on Izyum. Manstein declined,

reiterating that he preferred an operation at Kursk in order to remove the wide open northern

flank of his Army Group, west of Khar 2kov. He restated his opinion the following day, on 21

March, in a telephone call with Zeitzler: If the attack on Kursk was launched immediately,

Izyum could still be attacked afterwards. Zeitzler brought up Manstein’s request during the

noon briefing on the Obersalzberg on the same day, but Hitler was against the idea and argued

that if an advance before the spring thaw was at all still feasible ‘it will be an advance at Izyum.’

By contrast, it ‘makes no sense for the Army Group South continue its offensive in the direction

of Kursk.’24 Zeitzler therefore had to inform Manstein in the evening that Hitler had given the

order to discontinue Army Group South’s preparations for the operation against Kursk and

instead start preparing one from Khar 2kov towards the southeast.Yet Manstein would not give

up so easily. Without delaying, he gave his opinion to Zeitzler regarding Hitler’s planned

operation at Chuguev and Izyum, emphasizing that at the moment this operation could only be

detrimental. First, the units were too weakened to carry out the attack before the beginning of

the thaw. Second, the panzer divisions needed urgent rest and refitting. Finally, the planned

new front line would not help economizing forces – on the contrary: the threat on the northern

flank of Army Group South at Khar 2kov would not only remain but actually increase as the

Germans would be forced to withdraw troops.The next day, on 22 March, Manstein once again

told Zeitzler about his objections to the operation. His estimate of the situation was furthermore

shared by his panzer commanders, who also advised against an operation at Chuguev and

Izyum. In spite of this, Hitler ignored Manstein’s opposition and that same day issued the ‘1st

addition to Operations Order No. 5’, in which he ordered that the planned offensive on Kursk

should be preceded by an attack over the Donets in order to destroy the enemy forces west of

Kupyansk. The attack on Kursk should commence only after this operation. At least Manstein

had managed to postpone the offensive from Chuguev and Izyum to Kupyansk until after the

spring thaw.In the end, however, Manstein had to yield. On 23 March he ordered the High

Commands of the First Panzer Army and Army Detachment Kempf, the latter being named

after its commander, General der Panzertruppe Werner Kempf, to begin preparing for an

operation against the Soviet forces at the Donets in the Chuguev-Izyum-Kupyansk triangle.

This operation was due to be launched in the middle of April and was given the code name

Habicht (Hawk) (Map 1). On the following day, Army Group Centre ordered the Second Army,

the Second Panzer Army and the Ninth Army to prepare for the push on Kursk, which would be

launched in cooperation with forces of Army Group South immediately after Operation Habicht.

It was in this order that the code name for the planned operation was mentioned for the first

time: Operation Citadel.25 The date set for it was 1 May 1943.Now, however, broad resistance

against Operation Habicht began to stir. On 24 March, the chiefs of staff of the First Panzer

Army and Army Detachment Kempf – the two armies assigned to carry out Habicht – agreed

that it was wrong to launch smaller, successive attacks because ‘that way the troops would

again not be given a chance to rest and refit this year.’ Instead, ‘one should better mount one

larger attack at a later time.’26 In fact, Hitler had shown with the ‘1st addition to Operations

Order No. 5’, issued on 22 March, that his intentions for an attack on Kupyansk actually went

beyond what had been planned for Habicht. The attacking formations were to take a longer

way around and so destroy more enemy forces, and the new front line would then run from

Volchansk via Kupyansk to Lisichansk. This larger version of Operation Habicht received the

code name Panther (map 2). On 25 March, the High Command of the First Panzer Army



presented Army Group South with a first proposition for Operation Panther, which stated that it

could begin only around 1 May 1943 – this, however, was the date which had already been set

for Citadel. It was thus clear that the bigger Operation Panther could not be launched before

the attack on Kursk since it was actually an alternative to Citadel. When Manstein visited the

First Panzer Army on 27 March, he agreed with its commander General der Kavallerie

Eberhard von Mackensen that Operation Panther was more promising than Habicht. Yet the

decision as to which operation would be chosen now lay with the Army High Command – and

therefore ultimately with Hitler. That same evening, Manstein tried to achieve clarification in a

telephone call with Zeitzler, who told him that Hitler favoured Operation Panther; and, when

Manstein visited Army Detachment Kempf the next day, he was told that they, too, favoured

Operation Panther over Operation Habicht.But the operational situation now began to change.

In an estimate of the situation written on 29 March, Manstein explained to Zeitzler that the Red

Army was moving more and more troops into the area south of Kursk. Therefore, Manstein

continued, it might ‘first be necessary to strike towards Kursk and eastwards in cooperation

with Army Group Centre’ – that is Operation Citadel.27 On 2 April 1943, the Army High

Command ordered that all three operations should be prepared for as a precautionary

measure: If Operation Habicht could not be ‘launched on time due to weather conditions,

Operation Panther should be prepared for as well. Furthermore, Army Group [South] must be

ready to join Operation Citadel should a changed enemy situation require it.’28Citadel was the

operation the commanders of the armies of Army Group South clearly favoured over Hitler’s

offensive plans Habicht and Panther. This is what the Chief of Staff of the First Panzer Army,

Major-General Walther Wenck, told the Operations Officer of Army Group South, Colonel

Georg Schulze-Büttger, at a briefing on the situation which took place on 4 April. On the same

day, Colonel-General Model visited the Fourth Panzer Army. He was temporarily in charge of

Army Group South because Manstein had to undergo tonsillectomy and was on leave. Model

learned from the commander of the Fourth Panzer Army, Colonel-General Hermann Hoth, that

the goals of Operation Panther could not be achieved with the available forces. Besides, the

Fourth Panzer Army did not expect the operation to become a ‘resounding success, as the

goal of the attack – the destruction of the attacking enemy forces – could not be achieved,

since these were outside the operational area.’29 Hoth, too, preferred Operation Citadel,

considering it the most promising scheme of manoeuvre.In the meantime, the limited Operation

Habicht, which was to precede Operation Citadel, had become redundant: on 5 April, Army

Group South sent a report from its military meteorologists to the Army High Command which

made clear that even with favourable weather conditions it was not possible to build any

bridges over the Donets before the beginning of May 1943. None of the three operations could

thus be launched before the beginning of May, as Army Group South informed the Army High

Command once more on 8 April. It also pointed out that the preconditions for both Habicht and

Panther were no longer given since Operation Habicht had to be carried out before the other

operations began, which was not now possible. Operation Panther, on the other hand, could

not achieve the objective of destroying strong enemy forces because the situation had

changed. Considering that these two operations were therefore practically pointless, the High

Command of Army Group South was in favour of Operation Citadel. In his private war diary,

Manstein summed up the month of March 1943 as follows: ‘My plan to advance on Kursk

[before the beginning of the spring thaw] in order to cut off [the] salient between us and [Army

Group] Centre, has been rejected because [Army Group] Centre is unable to join in right away.’

Due to the ‘delay until the second half of April due to weather conditions and condition of our

troops’, Manstein continued, ‘the O.K.H. [Oberkommando des Heeres, Army High Command]



decided upon request of Army Group [South] and [Army Group] Centre to first cut off the Kursk

salient and defeat the surrounding reserves, which had become a prerequisite for an offensive

in the Donets salient.’30 This diary entry makes very clear who the driving force behind the

realisation of Operation Citadel was: the two commanders of Army Groups South and Centre –

not Hitler, as has been claimed repeatedly.31Subsequently, Hitler approved the requests from

Army Group South; in Operations Order No. 6, dated 15 April, he decided that ‘the first of this

year’s attacks, as soon as the weather permits, is Operation Citadel.’32 In spite of this decision,

Hitler had not yet given up Operation Panther. The same order states that, provided Operation

Citadel went according to plan, Hitler reserved the right to launch Operation Panther as soon

as possible so as to take advantage of the enemy’s confusion.The commanders of the army

groups and armies greeted Hitler’s decision in favour of Operation Citadel with relief. On 19

April, the commander of Army Detachment Kempf, General Werner Kempf, for example,

expressed his optimism in a phone call to the operations officer of Army Group South,

reckoning that the success of Operation Citadel is ‘not uncertain. All the more, we can and

have to reinforce the Donets Front to counter any attempt to unhinge the operation.’33Hitler

himself was not as convinced of Operation Citadel, in particular of the deployment of forces of

the Ninth Army in the area south of Orël. On 19 April he asked the Chief of Transportation of

Army Group Centre, Colonel Hermann Teske, whether it would be possible to transfer the

attacking formations of the Ninth Army at short notice to Vorozhba so they could attack the

Kursk salient frontally from the west (map 2). Teske reported that the shift posed little problem

technically since the traffic junction of Vorozhba allowed for a rapid movement of large troop

formations. On the following day, the 20 April 1943, the Chief of Staff of Army Group South,

Major-General Theodor Busse, learned in a meeting with Zeitzler that Hitler considered

‘launching the attack from Army Group Centre from the area of the Second Army (not the

Second Panzer Army).’34 Present at this meeting also were the Chief of the Operations

Section of the General Staff, Lieutenant-General Heusinger, and the Chief of Staff of Army

Group Centre, Lieutenant-General Hans Krebs.Busse, as well as Heusinger and Krebs, spoke

out against Hitler’s alternative plan of attack, arguing that the assembly in the area of Vorozhba

would take too much time, the terrain was unfavourable and the success questionable since

the enemy would be pushed out of, rather than be surrounded, in the area of Kursk. Zeitzler

agreed with them and managed to talk Hitler out of this idea, especially since the Headquarters

of the Second Army in the area of Vorozhba was also against this alternative. Except for Hitler,

almost everyone was against the plan of rolling up the Kursk salient frontally. This fact has to

be clearly emphasized here because until today the alternative has been presented as a

missed opportunity in German memoirs as well as in military historiography – an opportunity

the military officers would in fact have liked to seize had Hitler not been against it. In truth, it

was actually Hitler’s idea since, on 10 July 1943, during the climax of Operation Citadel, he

took it up once more. As the attack of the Ninth Army had by this point become bogged down,

he suggested shifting the remaining Panzer reserves of Army Group Centre to the front of the

Kursk salient, so they could attack frontally. Manstein, however, was opposed to this and

argued that, ‘The pocket must be rolled up from the east.’35In the spring and summer 1943,

Hitler, who has often been described as ‘obstinate’ in memoirs, was apparently willing on

occasions to listen to his generals and let himself be convinced by their counter-arguments. He

not only stuck to launching Citadel as the first offensive after the spring thaw but also followed

the commanders of Army Groups Centre and South on their plan of attack for the Kursk

salient, contrary to his own reservations. Only when the attack was postponed repeatedly, and

it became apparent that the attacking forces were too weak to break through swiftly into the



deeply echeloned Soviet defensive system north and south of Kursk, were alternative plans

brought up once again. On the evening of 7 May 1943, Hitler arrived in Berlin from Munich to

meet Goebbels, who later wrote of the meeting: ‘In the east the Führer will soon begin a limited

offensive, namely on Kursk. If need be he might wait to see if the Bolsheviks try to beat us to it

– that would present us with an even better opportunity than if we took the initiative.’36 On 23

May, Goebbels again noted in his diary that Hitler intended to let the Red Army attack first

before launching a backhand blow.Yet Hitler was not the only one who was sceptical about the

success of Operation Citadel. On 1 June 1943, Manstein expressed his doubts in a letter to the

Army High Command whether it still made sense to launch Operation Citadel. Instead,

Manstein suggested, it would be better to attack with a broader scope and by doing so to

advance past the strongest Soviet defensive positions towards Kastornoe (map 2).

Alternatively, Manstein proposed to abandon any offensive plans and wait for the Red Army to

attack and then launch a counter-offensive. Zeitzler was not averse to Manstein’s suggestion of

attempting a larger push on Kastornoe, but he wanted to make sure first if Army Group Centre

would be able to contribute to such a large-scale attack – which it was not. On 19 June 1943,

however, Army Group Centre provided an estimate of the situation, which finally swung the

decision in favour of Operation Citadel. In this document, Kluge came to the conclusion that a

Soviet offensive had to be expected in any case; the best countermeasure would be to beat

them to it with Operation Citadel, which should be launched as soon as possible. The following

day, Army Groups South and Centre received a message from the High Command of the

Army, informing them that, ‘the Führer has decided to launch Operation Citadel.’37 On 25

June, Hitler set the final date of the offensive for 5 July 1943.But why was the attack launched

so late? Was it, as has often been claimed in historiography, simply Hitler’s wish to wait for the

new tanks and self-propelled guns, which he hoped would play a decisive role? Or were there,

in fact, other reasons for the postponement?The Postponement of the AttackIt was initially

planned to launch Operation Citadel on 1 May 1943 but this date was soon called into

question. As early as 12 April, the High Command of Army Group Centre had come to the

conclusion that the earliest possible date for an attack on Kursk would be 10 May, explaining

that ‘any deterioration of the weather, even a temporary one, will delay preparations for the

attack, especially the maintenance of tanks. As far as can be seen, the delivery of the needed

weapons, in particular tanks, as well as the deployment of reserves could not be fully

completed by this date.It is therefore desired to plan the attack for 15 May.’38 The Army High

Command, however, rejected the postponement until mid-May and told Army Group Centre

that the attack would begin on 1 May as scheduled. On 14 April, Lieutenant-General Krebs,

chief of the general staff of Army Group Centre, called the Chief of General Staff of the Ninth

Army, Colonel Harald von Elverfeldt, informing him of this decision. Elverfeldt, whose staff had

devised the operation, argued that a date as early as 1 May would lead to ‘absolutely

insurmountable problems.’39 In order to replenish troops and supplies, 10 May would have to

be maintained as the earliest possible date for the attack. Even if it was decided to forego

proper training of the replacements and sufficient replenishment of the troops, it would be

impossible to launch the attack before 5 May. On the same day, 14 April, a meeting was held

between General Kempf and several commanding generals of his army detachment in Khar

 2kov, during which Kempf remarked that in the area of Army Group South, too, Operation

Citadel could not possibly be mounted before 10 May.Yet Hitler dismissed the doubts of his

commanders, setting the ‘earliest date’ for Operation Citadel at 3 May 1943 in Operations

Order No. 6 dated 15 April 1943.40 The deferment he granted was thus a mere two days –

which was unacceptable for the commanders of the army groups and armies and their general



staff officers. They had one more chance to voice their concerns on 20 April 1943, when a

conference took place at the headquarters of the Army High Command between Zeitzler,

Heusinger and the chiefs of the general staffs of Army Groups Centre and South, Generals

Krebs and Busse. Both Krebs and Busse asked for a longer postponement of Operation

Citadel because it would be impossible to complete preparations until the scheduled date.

Zeitzler assured the two generals that he would convey their request to Hitler, but Hitler again

refused to postpone the attack. On that same evening Krebs called the commander of the

Ninth Army, Colonel-General Model, and told him that the Army High Command could neither

satisfy the allocations requested by Model nor defer the attack. Upon hearing this, Model had

one of his notorious fits of anger and replied that he was not willing to carry out the attack

under these circumstances. If the early date was indeed maintained, the goals of the attack

would have to be reduced. If, however, the attack was to be carried out as planned, it would

have to be postponed until 15 May, and the supply of weapons would have to be increased. It

would be irresponsible to carry out Operation Citadel otherwise, Model declared – and

threatened that if the attack was to be launched prematurely the Army Group would have to

find someone else to command the Ninth Army. Model promptly drafted a corresponding

teletype, which Army Group Centre forwarded to the Army High Command. For the time being,

he did not achieve a postponement of the attack, but on 23 April Model received a call from

Zeitzler, who informed him that more reinforcements would be sent in the following days,

including 135 tanks and assault guns. While this news reassured Model, who now awaited

Operation Citadel with confidence, Army Group South again objected to the scheduled date of

attack, which they thought was premature. On 24 April, the Army Group thus asked the Army

High Command to defer Citadel until 5 May, as it was not possible to bring up all attack forces.

This time Hitler gave in and on, 26 April, he postponed Operation Citadel until 5 May.Up to that

point, operational and tactical reasons as well as unfavourable weather conditions had led to

the postponement of the attack. But, at this point, one strategic dimension came to the fore, the

importance of which has so far been underestimated in literature on the Battle of Kursk. It has

been overlooked that the generals were primarily focused on the operational situation in their

own sector of the front, while Hitler’s reasoning was based on the wider situation. His concerns

were therefore not always a sign of rigid insistence, but rather can also be understood as valid

strategic considerations, particularly since the German-Italian defeat in North Africa had been

looming since April. Hitler feared that after their victory in North Africa, the Western Allies might

be strong enough to land both in Italy and in the Balkans. For this reason, Hitler wanted to

carry out the offensive on the Eastern Front as soon as possible, hoping that a quick success

in the East would free reserves for the other theatres of war. It is also the reason why Hitler

refused to comply with his commanding officers who asked for a postponement of Citadel until

mid-May, convinced it was imperative that the offensive be launched at the beginning of May –

and, hence, finished before the decisive defeat in North Africa.It was, in fact, Colonel-General

Model who interfered with Hitler’s plans, when, on 27 April, Model arrived at the Obersalzberg

to receive the Knight’s Cross of the Iron Cross with Oak Leaves and Swords. Following the

ceremony, he had the chance to present Hitler with his own ideas of how the Ninth Army

should be deployed for Operation Citadel. Based on aerial photographs of the Soviet defensive

system opposite the Ninth Army, which showed heavily fortified Soviet positions to a depth of

20 kilometres, Model made it clear that a swift breakthrough through the Soviet line could not

be achieved. Even though it was possible to carry out the attack, it would take six days alone to

push through the defensive lines. Six days, however, is what Army Group Centre had

scheduled for the whole of Operation Citadel: two days to push through the Soviet defensive



front and four more days to reach the city of Kursk.Hitler was impressed by Model’s

presentation and began to have doubts whether the attacking forces of the Ninth Army would

be able to break through the Soviet deeply echeloned defensive positions at all. Moreover, if

the breakthrough was to take nearly a week, as Model predicted, the Red Army units in the

Kursk salient would have enough time to pull out and avoid encirclement. A quick success

would therefore be as unlikely as a big victory at Kursk, while the risk that the offensive might

not be finished before Anglo-American troops landed in Italy or the Balkans increased. So,

Hitler decided to postpone Operation Citadel until 12 June 1943, which according to him

offered two advantages. In the first instance, an estimate of the weapons delivery times

showed that by 10 June numerous new tanks, assault guns and heavy anti-tank guns would be

available: this suggested a considerable reinforcement of the Ninth Army and a significant

increase of their chances of success. Second, postponing the operation would allow for a

substantial reinforcement of the German troops in Italy and the Balkans until June. That way an

Allied landing in these areas would no longer necessitate a withdrawal of forces from the

Eastern Front, and Operation Citadel could thus be carried out, even if the Western Allies

landed in the Mediterranean area. On 26 July, one day after the toppling of the Italian dictator

Benito Mussolini, Hitler expressed his views on this situation very clearly:Actually, I have

always feared this development. That was the whole reason why I was afraid to start in the

East too early [in spring 1943], since I always thought that everything would happen

immediately in the South: the British would exploit it, the Russians would roar, the British would

land, and with the Italians – I’d like to say – betrayal was in the air. Under these circumstances,

I thought it best to wait [with the offensive on the Eastern Front] at least until several units were

ready [as operational reserves for the Italian theatre]. We do have [reserve] units in the West.

Because I am determined to strike like lightning [in Italy], of course, just as I did in

Yugoslavia.41The Chief of Staff Zeitzler was, however, by now opposed to postponing the

attack until 12 June. He managed to convince Hitler to hear the opinion of the commanders of

Army Groups Centre and South, before announcing the new date of attack. Zeitzler was certain

that Kluge and Manstein would speak against such a long delay of the attack. On 4 May 1943 a

briefing took place in Munich; apart from Hitler and Zeitzler, Field-Marshals von Kluge and

Manstein attended, as did the Inspector General of Panzer Troops, Colonel-General Heinz

Guderian, the Chief of Staff of the Luftwaffe, Hans Jeschonnek, as well as other officers. Just

like Zeitzler had hoped, Kluge and Manstein both supported his standpoint and declared

themselves against a deferment of the attack. Even though Kluge was in favour of postponing

the attack for a few days until 11 or 12 May, he strongly objected to a delay until June and

explained that he thought Model was overly pessimistic, to which Hitler replied that the

pessimist was not Model but he, Hitler, himself. Guderian supported Hitler’s position, arguing in

favour of the proposed deferment of Operation Citadel. Moreover, he proposed deploying the

panzer formations all together, either with Army Group Centre or Army Group South, to attack

the Kursk salient with combined forces from one direction only. Albeit supported by Colonel-

General Jeschonnek, Guderian’s suggestion was not taken up. Jeschonnek pointed out,

though, that the Luftwaffe could not be substantially reinforced even if the operation was

postponed. Except for Hitler and Guderian no one present at the meeting thus spoke out in

favour of postponing Citadel until June. Still, Hitler was not deterred: On the following day, 5

May, he announced that Operation Citadel would be launched on 12 June 1943.Among the

army commanders-in-chief, only Model was happy about the postponement of the attack until

June. He had been informed about the deferment one day earlier, when, on the evening of 4

May the Chief of Staff of Army Group Centre, Lieutenant-General Krebs, informed him that



Citadel was likely to be postponed by several weeks, though the exact date was not yet

confirmed. Model saw this as a welcome opportunity for further troop training, which increased

the operation’s chances of success. By contrast, General Kempf expressed grave concerns

about the postponement of Operation Citadel in a phone call with Zeitzler on 7 May. Kempf

stressed that preparations were already complete, the troops were in good spirits, and a

considerable force had been assembled. It would be detrimental from both the operational and

a psychological viewpoint to postpone the attack, all the more because the delay helped the

defenders more than the attackers. Additionally, there was an increased danger that the Red

Army would launch an offensive first, placing the Wehrmacht at a disadvantage. Zeitzler

agreed with Kempf, but said that he had been unable to convince Hitler.The fact is that

Operation Citadel quite possibly could not have been carried out in May 1943 anyway, even if

Hitler had wanted it. The reason for this is a factor which has been ignored in literature until

now: the weather. Because of the poor infrastructure on the Eastern Front, the German troops

were heavily dependent on favourable weather conditions. Yet from mid-May to the end of the

month it rained almost every day in the area of Model’s Ninth Army; as a result, the mostly

unpaved roads were in such a deplorable condition that they temporarily had to be closed for

all vehicles.42 Under these circumstances, no major military offensive could possibly be

launched. It was not until June that weather conditions improved and streets and roads

became passable again.Army Group Centre used the time of rest before the beginning of the

attack not just for troop training and the intensified construction of field fortifications in the Orël

salient, but also for several anti-partisan operations, the largest of which, Operation

Zigeunerbaron (Gypsy Baron), took place south of Bryansk. A number of divisions scheduled

to take part in Operation Citadel, namely the 4th Panzer Division, the 18th Panzer Division, the

10th Motorized Infantry Division, the 7th Infantry Division and the 292nd Infantry Division, were

involved in this anti-partisan operation. The deployment of these formations shows how

dangerous the Germans considered the partisans in the rear of Army Group Centre to be,

particularly because the Bryansk railway junction was vital for the supply of Army Group

Centre. At the same time, Operation Zigeunerbaron also illustrates how weak the German

forces on the Eastern Front really were, as even panzer and motorized divisions had to be

used in antipartisan warfare. During the operation, which began on 17 May 1943 and lasted

three weeks, it became evident how well the partisans were equipped: on 27 May, the 7th

Infantry Division captured a T-34 tank which partisans had used. The final report from Army

Group Centre dated 8 June 1943 listed the following enemy losses: 3,152 killed, 569 deserters,

24 guns, three tanks, 14 anti-tank guns, 55 mortars, two aeroplanes and infantry weapons in

large numbers. What is striking is the comparison with the report that the Second Panzer Army

Headquarters – in whose area Zigeunerbaron took place – had delivered the previous day. It

gave a number of 1,584 dead and 1,568 prisoners; in accordance with the orders regarding the

treatment of captured ‘bandits’, all partisans who were taken prisoner during Operation

Zigeunerbaron were shot.
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Michael Moran, “Battle of Kursk re-examined. Using primary sources the book is a re-

examination of the WW 2 Battle of Kursk. Challenging both German and Russian narratives of

the battle, the author lays out a more nuanced analysis of the battle. He reviews both German

and Russian memoirs that have for many years led to a flawed understanding of the battle. In

particular he largely debunks the idea that anything that went wrong for the German side was

Hitler’s fault. Even more surprising is his contention that for propaganda purposes the

Russians have greatly exaggerated the scale of their success and greatly underreported the

magnitude of the their losses.”

Mountain Mike, “A scholarly tome on this pivotal battle of WWII.. If you have an interest in this

battle you should read this book. It is not a "first hand" account of presence on the battlefield

slugging it out with the Soviet T-34's. Rather, it is a detailed, referenced, scholarly tome on the

battle. If those kinds of details are important for you, you'll appreciate this book. The author, I

believe, is a German scholar with access to the authentic, original documents there in the

Archives in Germany. It was an ill-fated battle. The Germans lost this titanic effort and from

them on the Reich's doom was guaranteed. Makes you feel like "what a waste". I do

recommend this book.”

Scarecrow Repair, “Short, compact, easy read, full of interesting details. I knew almost nothing

of the battle of Kursk before reading this book, and don't care much for land battle narratives.

But the book surprised me. It isn't some long dreary tome, nor is it an action-packed page

turner; just rumbles along nicely. There seems a lot of detail, but not to the level of

tediousness. A few surprising tidbits on spies, partisans, informers, deserters. Production

data, how many of what kind of new tanks were deployed where, and good simple descriptions

of their various strengths and weaknesses. The maps are excellent, though I had to stare at

them a bit, not being familiar with the battle itself, and found some locations in the news right

now, in the midst of Putin's invasion of Ukraine.The only flaws are a few typoes / translation



boo-boos, such as sometimes referring to to guns as "4.5 cm calibre guns" and other times as

just "4.5 cm guns". A minor confusion over tank road wheels and gears in one sentence.Might

could use a more comprehensive index, but I only noticed the lack once, otherwise it found

what I wanted.I may be a bit biased. I've seen the author on some Military History Visualized

videos, and he's really happy talking about this material, very enthusiastic, seems like the kind

of history professor whose classes would be memorable regardless of subject. The book

tames his enthusiasm, but makes up for it by compact completeness and being easy to read.”

Perry A, “Emphasis on German planning. Latest scholarship with a very good discussion of the

German planning process and delays. I read it after read Zamulin's first 2 books and Nipe's

book.”

Michael Reese, “Overview & Review of Kursk. A well written and thoughtful book on Kursk.

Along with The Battle of Kursk, Glantz & House; Demolishing the Myth, Zamulin; and Blood,

Steel, & Myth, Nipe this book redefines the 1943 Battle of Kursk, the largest concentration of

troops, armor, and artillery for a one week battle ever assembled. Easy to read for a technical

subject. Recommended.”

George Waters, “Worth your time. This book is a fascinating look at the context and outcome of

Kursk; the author did his due diligence in researching and therefore is able to accurately

ascertain aspects of the battle that have been ignored or been discrepant.”

Philip Ryan, “Recommended. Would recommend this book on the battle of Kursk.”

Moss Trooper, “Meticulous research, great analysis - not an introductory text. I don't

recommend this book as an introduction to the subject - for that get Glantz/ House, Schrank or

(my recommendation) Healy. For those with some familiarity this book brings the conclusions of

fantastic research with some great fresh analysis on the battle and summer '43 campaign

generally. The author focuses on de-bunking some myths and placing the battle in context.

Amongst other issue addressed -That Citadel was 'Hitler's' plan' and called off because of the

landings in Sicily.That the Ferdinand tank destroyer performed poorly at the tactical level.That

Prokhorovka should be seen as anything other than an operational defeat and tactical disaster

for the Red Army.The author also underlines the paucity of Red Army anti-tank capability (lack

of long 57mm guns and heavy SPG) and superiority of the Luftwaffe (where it was present) in

the summer '43 campaign. The book is well written and structured and well supported by maps.

Highly recommended.”

Mark Stewart, “Brilliant a historian who does his research!!. Toeppel lays out his work in a

structured and accessible way. Sufficiency of maps is always key and these he collates in an

early part of the book, together with economy of detail, holding their relevanmce and adding to

the synergistic effect of his work. His inclusion of photographs is similarly done to good effect

portraying the key military assets of both the Germans & Russians in a section a little later all

together and relevant. His Appraisal is coherentr and well reserarched. Far superior to much

that has come before. In his detail he is not the statistical analysis of a Nicklas Zetterling or the

length of George Nipe (though both of these are superb works). He is certainly not in the

tradition of a Glantz, Barbier or LLoyd Clark. He has propoerly refuted the lies and myths that

have been perpetrated by so many earlier "historians!2...and in his case less is certainly

more!!”



Mr. A. Jenkins, “nothing new really.. Although this is a good study of the Kursk offensive There

is nothingnew really, Having read books from Nipe , glance, & zettering It is rakingover old

coals, But if you really need to read about the battle again Buy it.”

Galland5, “Kursk 1943: The Greatest Battle of the Second World War. A mio avviso l' autore si

é intestardito nel voler dare quante più informazioni gli fosse possibile! E ci é riuscito in pieno!

Se qualcuno vuole leggere tutta la storia della battaglia di Kursk - la più grande battaglia tra

carri armati della storia - bene, questo é il libro da comperare. Ovviamente questo é il mio

parere personale e quindi é anche soggetto a critiche.”
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